#5 DOWEL-IN WITH END THREADED INTO INSERT (TYP.)
2" (See Note 4)
3/8" HEADED DOWEL BAR SPLICER (TYP.)

END KEEPER BLOCK (SEE NOTE 3)

1/2" CLOSED CELL FOAM
1" CLOSED CELL FOAM

2" (MIN.)
X" (SEE NOTE 4)
(See Note 2)

2" CL. (TYP.)
4"

BOTTOM OF PIER DIAPHRAGM
BRIDGE SEAT

PIER DIAPHRAGM SECTION

SCALE: 1/8" = 1'-0"

(See Dwg. No. 6.5.14 for Notes to be included on Construction Drawings)

NOTE:
See Dwg. No. 6.5.14 for Designer Notes.